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Mi a közös?

Stanford UniversityUniversity of Vienna University of Oxford

Az egyetemek és kutatóintézetek 
kulcsfontosságú szerepet játszanak az 

innovációban.
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R&D spending

Global spending on R&D has 
reached a record high of 
almost US$ 1.7 trillion. 

• About 10 countries 
account for 80% of 
spending. 

• As part of the Sustainable 
Development Goals 
(SDGs), countries have 
pledged to substantially 
increase public and 
private R&D spending as 
well as the number of 
researchers by 2030.

Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics 

http://uis.unesco.org/apps/visualisations/research-and-development-spending/
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Patents

What kind of protection does a patent offer?
In principle, the patent owner has the exclusive right to prevent or stop others from commercially exploiting the patented
invention. In other words, patent protection means that the invention cannot be commercially made, used, distributed, imported
or sold by others without the patent owner's consent.

Is a patent valid in every country?
Patents are territorial rights. In general, the exclusive rights are only applicable in the country or region in which a patent has been
filed and granted, in accordance with the law of that country or region.

How long does a patent last?
The protection is granted for a limited period, generally 20 years from the filing date of the application.

“A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention, which is a product or a
process that provides, in general, a new way of doing something, or offers a new
technical solution to a problem. To get a patent, technical information about the
invention must be disclosed to the public in a patent application.”

Source: WIPO

https://www.wipo.int/patents/en/
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Patents

What can be patented?

Differs across legal jurisdictions. In general:
• Products/devices, processes, compositions

of matter (i.e. chemical compounds)
• Manufacture and uses of the above

What cannot be patented?

• Discoveries, physical phenomena, laws of nature, scientific
theories, mathematical methods

• Aesthetic Creations
• Presentations of information
• Abstract ideas, philosophies
• Inventions that are offensive to public morality

Criteria for grant of patent
In general:
✓ The invention must be novel
✓ The invention must be useful/have technical character
✓ The invention must non-obvious/have inventive step
✓ The invention must be legally allowable
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Patent prosecution process

Have idea and draft a 
patent application

Application is published
Search Report / First 

examination
File patent application 

at patent office

Period of exclusivity
Detailed examination / 

Office actions
Patent is granted / 

issued
Opposition period

18 months
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What does a patent look like?
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What does a patent look like?



Research visibility and translation
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Research performance evaluation 

The performance evaluation should take into consideration both outputs and outcomes
▪ A high-quality research is not necessarily a highly cited research
▪ There are articles that are published in the highest Impact Factor journals, but they are not cited

RESEARCH

Output Outcomes

Patents Publications Brand Know How

Income Strength Quality Performance
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Publication or Patent

Purpose
Share knowledge

Intention
Establish expertise in the field

Intention
Bring a product or service to a market
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Applied vs Basic Research

In an ideal structure, basic research
should yield more publications while
applied research should drive more
intellectual property.

Fundamental 

Publications

Citations, Visibility

RESEARCH 
COMMUNITY 
(ACADEMIA)

Applied

Patents 

Licensing

INDUSTRY

Theories, 
methodologies

Applications

IPKnow How

V
al

u
at

io
n

Pathway from Research to IP, Strategy
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An innovative approach

“Up to 30% of all expenditure in R&D is wasted on redeveloping existing inventions ” (EPO). 

Classical Approach
Scientific Literature 

Novel Approach
Scientific Literature + Patent Information 
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30%

Patents as an Important Indicator of Innovation

OF ALL EXPENDITURE IN R&D IS WASTED ON REDEVELOPING 
EXISTING INVENTIONS

80% OF CURRENT TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE CAN BE FOUND IN 
PATENT DOCUMENTS

https://ec.europa.eu/invest-in-research/pdf/download_en/patents_for_researchers.pdf

https://ec.europa.eu/invest-in-research/pdf/download_en/patents_for_researchers.pdf
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Why Patent data is important? 

✓ Avoid duplication of R&D efforts and spending
✓ Solutions to technical problems
✓ Gather business intelligence

It is important to recall that, in the context of the European
Community R&D Framework Programs, participants need to
demonstrate the innovative character of the project they
propose. A proper analysis of the state of the art is one of
the criteria project proposals are evaluated upon, and
therefore technology-based proposals should preferably
include patent searches [*].

Up to 80% of current technical knowledge can only be found in patent document [*].
Moreover, this information is rapidly available, as most patent applications are published 18 months after the first
filing, irrespective of their country of origin.

* Source: EPO Report Patents for Researchers



Completing the research picture with 
Derwent Innovations Index

16Insert footer
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Web of Science platform content

17 million +
Records with funding data

128,000+
Books

13 million+
Data Sets and Data 
Studies

21,000+
Total journals in the
Core Collection

34,000+
Journals across the 
platform

101 million
Patents for over 
50 million inventions

Statistics as of October 2021

227,000+
Conference proceedings

184 million+
Records

Backfiles to 1900
With cover-to-cover indexing

2 billion+
Cited references
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Derwent Innovations Index on Web of Science

DII merges the value-added patent information from Derwent World
Patents Index with the patent citation information from Derwent Patent
Citation Index*.
You can use additional descriptive information and coding to discover all
relevant inventions and quickly grasp a patent’s significance and its
relationship to other patents.
Reduce duplication of R&D; track competitors’ activities; detect and avoid
patent infringement; identify potential gaps in the marketplace and
possible licensing opportunities.

✓ Over 101M individual patent documents
✓ 59 patent issuing authorities covered
✓ 7M patents added in the last year
✓ Coverage 1963 to present

Derwent Innovations Index (DII) facilitates rapid, precise patent
searching, letting you conduct patent and citation searches of
inventions in chemical, electrical, electronic, and mechanical
engineering.

CN103226949-A

KR2012137435-A

US2012016678-A1

US2012016678-A1

KR2012137435-A

CN103226949-A

* includes Derwent Chemistry Resource (separate subscription required), a unique database containing
chemical structures that you can search by entering chemical search terms or chemical structures. The
Derwent Chemistry Resource allows you to browse through the chemical structure database to develop new
ideas on compound structure advances and to learn about new compounds that have hit the market.



Comprehensive 
Coverage

Integrated access to 
other Web of Science 
tools

Insightful Analysis 
Options

Backfile Data to 1963
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Derwent Innovations Index on Web of Science

Derwent Innovations Index 
covers over 14.3 million 
basic inventions from almost 
60 worldwide patent-issuing 
authorities and creates a 
unique patent family for 
every invention to speed 
discovery.

All Derwent titles and 
abstracts are written in plain 
English, to aid searching 
across patents issued in 
other languages, and to 
make it easy to understand 
an inventions novelty and 
claims.

Accessing Derwent 
Innovations Index on Web of 
Science means you can 
simultaneously search all 
other Web of Science 
resources your institution 
subscribes to and take 
advantage of their powerful 
tools such as cited reference 
searching.

Find trends and patterns, 
gain insight into emerging 
fields of research, and 
identify leading researchers, 
institutions, and journals 
with the Analyze Tool.

Track over 55 years of vital 
data to discover all relevant 
prior art. More backfiles give 
you the power to conduct 
deeper, more 
comprehensive searches and 
track trends through time.
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Patent data in the Derwent Innovations Index

A Typical Patent | Patents are filed in multiple offices
around the world, each having its own formats and
standards.
They are usually written in a way that makes them difficult
to understand. This can make the task of tracing patents an
onerous one.

The DII Equivalent | Our editorial team use the original patent to create a record
in DII, including:
• a more descriptive English Title; a plain English Abstract, with Novelty, Use,

Advantage and if required, a Description of Drawings;
• all of the patent numbers that make up the family; links to original patent

documents; unified Assignee codes where available
• International Patent Codes and our own Derwent Codes; full Patent

Application details
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Searching the Derwent Innovation Index

Derwent Innovations Index is a research tool that provides web access to
inventions detailed patent documents. It includes links to cited and citing
patents, cited articles, and full-text patent data sources.

DII opens the power of patent searching to all levels of an organization,
allowing you to browse patent records by entering simple search queries.

There are two Assignee search options: “Assignee” and “Assignee – Name Only”

Derwent assigns a unique 4-letter code to approximately 21,000 companies (those with most
patents), these codes retrieve subsidiaries and related holdings of the company. Other companies
and individual patent assignees are given a non-standard 4-letter code, which is not unique. Patent
codes appear as: ABCD-C (Standard Company), ABCD-N Nonstandard, ABCD-R Soviet Institute,
ABCD-I Individual.
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Specialist indexing

Derwent Manual Codes are assigned to patents by
Derwent's indexers. They are used to indicate the novel
technical aspects of an invention, and also its
applications. Using manual codes to create a detailed
search strategy can significantly improve the speed and
accuracy of searching.

Derwent Innovations Index has several specialist indexes available
for searching.
▪ Derwent Class Codes: allows user to quickly retrieve a category

of inventions
▪ Derwent Manual Codes: indicates the novel technical aspects of

the invention
▪ Patent Assignee Codes: enable all of a company’s patents to be

found even though they may have filed them under different
name variations (>20k companies).

Derwent Manual Codes

Derwent Class Codes
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Analyse Results 

Analyse Results to group and rank records in a results set
by extracting data values from a variety of fields.

Use this function to find the most prevalent Inventors in a
particular field of study or generate a list of Assignees
ranked by record count based on your search query.
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Citations

DII records any citation information associated with a patent family. This
includes:

✓ any other patents that cited it

✓ patents cited by the Inventor and the Examiner

✓ articles cited by Inventor and the Examiner

✓ Where these items are in the Web of Science, links are provided to
the records.

Cited Patent Search
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All Database Search | Wider Discovery and Citation Tracking 

Studies and experiments 

get underway after a 

research team receives 

grant funding for a 

project.

Early findings are presented by 

the team at conferences, where 

they collect feedback from their 

colleagues.

The team works to publish 

journal articles that will share 

their findings more widely.

Meanwhile, the team 

conducts more studies.

Research datasets

generated in the lab 

or fieldwork are 

deposited in data 

repositories so others 

can reuse them. 
New 

findings

mean new 

journal articles.

The team files patent

applications to 

protect new 

discoveries. 

The team publishes a book, 

which provides more 

information and detail on the 

research topic than the 

articles published along the 

way.



Determine the State of the Art
• Review the Novelty of an invention / Last technological advances?
• Gaps in the marketplace?
• Avoid or watch for Patent infringements

Find patents without specialist knowledge
• English abstract from patent documents issued in more than 30 languages
• Original patent titles/abstracts are re-written by subject specialists
• Applications for the same invention are grouped into families

Identify competitors or collaborators
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Why use the Derwent Innovations Index?



Derwent Innovation

27
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Clarivate | IP solutions and services

IP intelligence solutions

Darts-ip
Derwent Innovation 
Derwent Data Analyzer 
Innography
PatentScout
CompuMark
SAEGIS® Online Screening
TM go365™

IP services

Patent & Trademark Maintenance
Filing & Prosecution Support
Patent Translations Services
Domain Optimization

IP lifecycle management solutions

IPfolio
FoundationIP
Inprotech
Unycom
Memotech
Patrawin
The IP Management System
Ipendo
IP Diagnostic Consulting
First to File
Forecast
Network Collaboration Tools
Domain Management

https://clarivate.com/products/ip-intelligence/
https://clarivate.com/products/ip-services/
https://clarivate.com/products/ip-lifecycle-management/
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Derwent solutions

We help government agencies and universities evaluate the patent landscape, identify future trends
and issue and enforce IP rights around the world.

Our solutions support their critical role in fostering innovation – from patent applications to policy-
making and investing in scientific and technological research.

Find out faster – with confidence and insight:

✓ Assess the commercial potential of inventions

✓ Examine patents and prosecution

✓ Horizon scanning to detect early signals

✓ Inform science and technology policy

✓ Undertake early stage scientific research

✓ Evaluate research funding applications and demonstrating impact

https://clarivate.com/derwent/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/dlm_uploads/2019/07/DW190022_Industry-Brochure-Government_RGB_V6.pdf
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Derwent Innovation

POWERFUL SEARCH ENGINES 

• Build focused search queries using 300+ 
standard fields and Boolean commands 
to locate the most relevant publications

• Capture highly relevant results using an 
invention description or free text input 
with AI-powered SmartSearch

• Focus on a specific technology category 
using DWPI 26,000+ codes that 
categorize patents based on novelty and 
application
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Derwent Innovation

CAPTURE DEEPER INSIGHTS WITH 
CORRELATED PATENT DATA & PROPRIETARY 
CONTENT

• Global Patent Data: search cleansed, 
corrected, and normalized full-text 
patent data from 75 jurisdictions

• Derwent World Patents Index: find more 
relevant patents and review results in 
less time using editorially-enhanced 
global patent data

• Darts-ip Global Patent Litigation Case 
Data: Identify if a patent is involved in 
litigation and see case details from 140 
jurisdictions.

https://clarivate.com/derwent/solutions/derwent-world-patent-index-dwpi/
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Derwent Innovation

EVALUATE POTENTIAL RISK AND IMPACT WITH PREDICTIVE METRICS
• Compare patents using predictive metrics
• Accurately evaluate a patent’s remaining life and probability of early lapse (or grant)
• Evaluate how influential a patent will be in its technology domain with citation prediction
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Derwent Innovation

STAY UP TO DATE ON THE LATEST 
PUBLICATIONS AND CHANGES IN 
STATUS

• Automatically monitor patents for 
changes in legal status, 
reassignment, new citations, and 
more

• Customize monitoring to match your 
needs: by event type, document 
type (patent or literature), 
geographic region, and notification 
frequency

• Monitor emerging technologies and 
maintain search projects with alert 
notifications when new records 
matching your criteria are available



Example
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Searching “A Bionic Multi-component Fiber” 
Publications

Insights derived from Patent Search

Patents
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Statistical Image reconstruction-CT | Publications
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Statistical Image reconstruction-CT | Patents
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Tóth Szász Enikő
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Additional resources

Web of Science Learning > 

Web of Science Academy >

Events & Webinars >

LibGuides >

Videos >

Web of Science Blog >

Web of Science news hub >

Researcher Recognition >

© Clarivate 2021

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/web-of-science-academy/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/webinars/on-demand-webinars/
https://clarivate.libguides.com/home
https://videos.webofsciencegroup.com/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/blog/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/news/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/researcher-recognition/
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Customer Service - Available 24x5
support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch

LIVE CHAT Click here to reach a WoS agent

PHONE Dial +44 8003288044

EMAIL or WEBFORM WoSG.support@clarivate.com or click here to send us a Webform

KNOWLEDGE BASE
Click here to visit our extensive Knowledge Base

Links to popular articles include: Remote Access to WoS, h-index Information

© Clarivate 2021

https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/apex/CA_Prechatform_SAR?endpoint=https%3A%2F%2Fzwv3.la3-c1-ia2.salesforceliveagent.com%2Fcontent%2Fs%2Fchat%3Flanguage%3Den_US%23deployment
mailto:WoSG.support@clarivate.com
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/Product-or-technical-question?language=en_US
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/topic/0TO41000001zop5GAA/scientific-and-academic-research?language=en_US&tabset-31354=2
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Web-of-Science-Access?language=en_US
https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Web-of-Science-h-index-information?language=en_US

